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about this quiz the vietnam war claimed millions of lives spurred worldwide
protests and forever changed the lives and government of vietnamese citizens
take our vietnam war quiz to see how much you know about one of the most
controversial conflicts in history start quiz take this encyclopedia britannica
history quiz to test your general knowledge of the vietnam war test your
knowledge of the vietnam war from france s colonial occupation to the u s
withdrawal quiz by cfr staff the battle of dien bien phu 2 the partition of
vietnam 3 the gulf of tonkin incident 4 the assassination of ngo dinh diem
question 3 of 32 which aerial bombardment campaign in 1972 involved the
largest number of heavy bomber raids by the american air force since world war ii
from the beginnings of the war in southeast asia to the fall of saigon how much
do you know about the vietnam war take this quiz and find out test your
knowledge on all of the vietnam war 1945 1975 perfect prep for the vietnam
war 1945 1975 quizzes and tests you might have in school this quiz will test
your knowledge of the battles facts and counter culture surrounding the
vietnam war from the famous to the lesser known how much do you know about
this monumental chapter in the history of the united states and the world this
collection of vietnam war quizzes will help test and revise your knowledge of
vietnam in the 20th century each quiz contains 20 multiple choice questions
results and answers are provided at the end of each quiz a javascript enabled
browser is required these quizzes have been written by alpha history authors 15
multiple choice questions term vietminh what is it founded by when the vietcong
was a guerrilla army organized by ho chi minh and his followers after diem
refused to hold 1956 elections in march 1965 the president ordered the first
combat troops into vietnam the vietminh was a nationalist group founded in
1941 by ho chi minh take this world history quiz at encyclopaedia britannica to
test your knowledge of the vietnam war play vietnam war quizzes on sporcle
the world s largest quiz community there s a vietnam war quiz for everyone wiki
commons what year did congress declare war on vietnam in what year did the
united states first get involved in vietnam do you remember which country was
helping the south vietnamese before the united states was involved who led the
north vietnamese army known as the viet minh 26 vietnam war quizzes and 340
vietnam war trivia questions play mixed vietnam war quiz 1 general vietnam
war history multiple choice 20 qns this quiz includes mixed questions about the
vietnam war some may be easy others may not most of the information is found in
the vietnam war almanac average leapday 14335 plays 2 20 multiple choice
questions term how many us soldiers were killed during the vietnam war 300
60000 28000 20000 1 of 20 term what continent is vietnam on asia africa
france canada 2 of 20 term president kennedy was replaced by president lyndon b
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johnson after being assassinated by lee harvey oswald true false 3 of 20 term
test your knowledge of the vietnam war and its aftermath with this quiz from
nixon s controversial tactics to the end of the conflict this quiz covers key
events and decisions that shaped the war see how much you know about
vietnamization the kent state shooting the war powers act and more vietnam
war quiz it s hard who was the leader of south vietnam until he was
overthrown in a coup in 1963 ho chi minh b�o ��i ng� ��nh di�m nguyen van
thieu what was the name of the controversial chemical defoliant used by
american forces in vietnam agent orange agent smith agent red agent blue study
with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms like vietminh what is it
founded by when what was united and why what caused the truman
administration to help france and more 9 different vietnam war quizzes on jetpunk
com check out our popular trivia games like vietnam war countries and the
vietnam war welcome to the compelling world of vietnam war quizzes if you re
interested in modern history military conflicts and the socio political dynamics
of the 20th century this quiz category is tailor made for you get ready to
test your knowledge and explore the complexities of the vietnam war 3 min image
stocktrek images stocktrek images getty images about this quiz the vietnam war
was one of the most violent conflicts the united states ever participated in it
took place in three countries vietnam cambodia and laos and lasted twenty
years until america withdrew in 1975
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the vietnam war quiz howstuffworks Mar 26 2024 about this quiz the vietnam
war claimed millions of lives spurred worldwide protests and forever changed
the lives and government of vietnamese citizens take our vietnam war quiz to see
how much you know about one of the most controversial conflicts in history
start quiz
the vietnam war quiz britannica Feb 25 2024 take this encyclopedia britannica
history quiz to test your general knowledge of the vietnam war
see how much you know about the vietnam war council on Jan 24 2024 test
your knowledge of the vietnam war from france s colonial occupation to the u
s withdrawal quiz by cfr staff
vietnam war quiz us history quiz Dec 23 2023 the battle of dien bien phu 2 the
partition of vietnam 3 the gulf of tonkin incident 4 the assassination of ngo dinh
diem question 3 of 32 which aerial bombardment campaign in 1972 involved the
largest number of heavy bomber raids by the american air force since world war ii
quiz how much do you know about the vietnam war aarp Nov 22 2023 from the
beginnings of the war in southeast asia to the fall of saigon how much do you
know about the vietnam war take this quiz and find out
the vietnam war 1945 1975 quiz sparknotes Oct 21 2023 test your
knowledge on all of the vietnam war 1945 1975 perfect prep for the vietnam
war 1945 1975 quizzes and tests you might have in school
the ultimate vietnam war quiz howstuffworks Sep 20 2023 this quiz will test
your knowledge of the battles facts and counter culture surrounding the
vietnam war from the famous to the lesser known how much do you know about
this monumental chapter in the history of the united states and the world
vietnam war quizzes alpha history Aug 19 2023 this collection of vietnam
war quizzes will help test and revise your knowledge of vietnam in the 20th
century each quiz contains 20 multiple choice questions results and answers
are provided at the end of each quiz a javascript enabled browser is required
these quizzes have been written by alpha history authors
the vietnam war quiz quizlet Jul 18 2023 15 multiple choice questions term
vietminh what is it founded by when the vietcong was a guerrilla army organized
by ho chi minh and his followers after diem refused to hold 1956 elections in
march 1965 the president ordered the first combat troops into vietnam the
vietminh was a nationalist group founded in 1941 by ho chi minh
pop quiz 19 things to know about the vietnam war Jun 17 2023 take this
world history quiz at encyclopaedia britannica to test your knowledge of the
vietnam war
all vietnam war trivia quizzes and games sporcle May 16 2023 play vietnam
war quizzes on sporcle the world s largest quiz community there s a vietnam
war quiz for everyone
how well do you know the vietnam war howstuffworks Apr 15 2023 wiki
commons what year did congress declare war on vietnam in what year did the
united states first get involved in vietnam do you remember which country was
helping the south vietnamese before the united states was involved who led the
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north vietnamese army known as the viet minh
26 vietnam war trivia quizzes history Mar 14 2023 26 vietnam war quizzes
and 340 vietnam war trivia questions play mixed vietnam war quiz 1 general
vietnam war history multiple choice 20 qns this quiz includes mixed questions
about the vietnam war some may be easy others may not most of the information
is found in the vietnam war almanac average leapday 14335 plays 2
vietnam war quiz quizlet Feb 13 2023 20 multiple choice questions term how
many us soldiers were killed during the vietnam war 300 60000 28000 20000
1 of 20 term what continent is vietnam on asia africa france canada 2 of 20
term president kennedy was replaced by president lyndon b johnson after being
assassinated by lee harvey oswald true false 3 of 20 term
the vietnam war quiz and flashcards Jan 12 2023 test your knowledge of the
vietnam war and its aftermath with this quiz from nixon s controversial
tactics to the end of the conflict this quiz covers key events and decisions that
shaped the war see how much you know about vietnamization the kent state
shooting the war powers act and more
vietnam war quiz it s hard on this day Dec 11 2022 vietnam war quiz it s hard
who was the leader of south vietnam until he was overthrown in a coup in
1963 ho chi minh b�o ��i ng� ��nh di�m nguyen van thieu what was the name of
the controversial chemical defoliant used by american forces in vietnam agent
orange agent smith agent red agent blue
the vietnam war quiz flashcards quizlet Nov 10 2022 study with quizlet and
memorize flashcards containing terms like vietminh what is it founded by when
what was united and why what caused the truman administration to help france
and more
vietnam war quizzes jetpunk Oct 09 2022 9 different vietnam war quizzes on
jetpunk com check out our popular trivia games like vietnam war countries and
the vietnam war
12 vietnam war quizzes questions answers trivia proprofs Sep 08 2022
welcome to the compelling world of vietnam war quizzes if you re interested in
modern history military conflicts and the socio political dynamics of the 20th
century this quiz category is tailor made for you get ready to test your
knowledge and explore the complexities of the vietnam war
the ultimate vietnam war quiz zoo Aug 07 2022 3 min image stocktrek images
stocktrek images getty images about this quiz the vietnam war was one of the
most violent conflicts the united states ever participated in it took place in
three countries vietnam cambodia and laos and lasted twenty years until
america withdrew in 1975
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